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REGOXCHANGE PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERIES I
INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of organizations across the globe utilize CA Clarity PPM for a multitude of reasons. Whether it is for
project management, resource management, capacity planning, or portfolio management, Clarity has served the
PPM market space for years as the premier PPM solution. As effective and valuable as Clarity has been for so
many, Rego Consulting recognized a need in the Clarity market space - an online community that allowed
organizations to enhance their Clarity environments with quick access to custom developed Clarity solutions,
shared and provided by the community members themselves. To this end, Rego Consulting has proudly
launched RegoXchange.
This publication is part of the Project Management series, and highlights many of the most valuable and sought
after custom developed Clarity solutions on RegoXchange available to all registrants with theWorX
membership. With theWorX membership, organizations can filter through hundreds of custom developed
solutions available on RegoXchange, identify content that will provide immediate value to their Clarity user
base, and access these solutions with only the click of a button.
The Clarity solutions available on RegoXchange are organized into easily recognizable categories, understood
and valued by Clarity operational managers and administrative staff alike, such as Project Management,
Portfolio Management, Resource Management, Financial Management, and many more.
The solutions presented in this publication are only the beginning. We invite you to read through this
document, discover some of the most valuable solutions available on RegoXchange that organizations are
taking advantage of, and then take the next step by registering for FREE at www.regoxchange.com. All
registrants have immediate access to theBasiX, a sampling of the vast library of solutions available with
theWorX membership.
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Assignments by Task Over Time - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Assignments by Task Over Time portlet displays all assignments by task for all resources using the timeslices.
This portlet is useful for determining which tasks a user is assigned to or how many hours the user is assigned to a
task. The user may filter on criteria that include: project name/ID, date range, resource name/ID, and resource
OBS unit.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Currently Clarity does not offer the ability to see resource task assignments over time across multiple projects.
Instead, project or resource managers must drill into the projects themselves to see the task assignments for each
project individually. This can be limiting for users who need to resource task assignments across multiple projects.
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Custom Calendar Module
The Custom Calendar portlet and accompanying add-on module provides visibility into project/program
milestone and completion dates via an easy to read, color-coded calendar view directly in the Clarity
application. In addition, users may access and download an .ics (standard calendar format) formatted file for
any event on the calendar. This file, which is recognized by most major desktop calendar applications (e.g.,
Outlook), allows users to import the calendar events directly from Clarity into their personal calendars. This
portlet can be configured during installation to filter events based on the security access of the logged in user,
or to show all events. When configured, the module displays the following program/project dates:
• Project Milestones
• Project End Dates
• Program End Dates
This module may be customized to show additional date types as well, such as task assignment dates.
Calendar views of this sort can be extremely useful for executives and Project Managers alike, and the
calendar import ability makes this custom module a must-have for project and program managers!
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Capacity Graph: Investments - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Capacity Graph Investments portlet displays Allocations, Availability, Actuals, and Assignments for
active resources in a single project. This portlet pulls from timeslices, and allows the user to filter on weekly,
monthly, or quarterly slice data.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
This portlet provides a Project Manager with a simple way to analyze Allocations vs. Actuals, and Allocations vs.
ETC. Depending on metric goals, the graph allows the user to determine where areas of improvement may exist.

Grant Project Edit Rights - Workflow
What the Workflow Does:
The Grant Project Edit Rights workflow process allows a Project Manager to grant project edit rights to another
user without contacting an administrator. The workflow uses the out-of-the-box field for the Business Owner. The
script starts when the field is updated. It will assign project edit rights to whichever user is added to the Business
Owner field. This process can be modified to grant project edit rights to any user within a project field.
Why the Workflow is Beneficial:
This process can be an enormous time savor and convenience for Project Managers, allowing them to control the
project edit rights themselves on the fly, in lieu of creating a support ticket, or contacting administration. For
example, they can quickly assign temporary project edit rights to another resource if they take vacation, and revoke
the rights upon return.
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Give PM Collaboration Manager Rights
What the Portlet Does:
The Give PM Collaboration Manager Rights workflow process can be run through the "Execute a Process" job.
The workflow will execute a query that gives a Project Manager the Collaboration Manager rights to their projects.
Often times, PMs are not set as Collaboration Managers when the project is created. This script can be run to
automatically give a PM the Collaboration Manager rights to their projects, without having to go through the
projects one by one.
Why the Workflow is Beneficial: This workflow can save project creators and project managers time and hassle,
preventing the need to set or alter collaboration managers on a project by project basis.

All Status Reports - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
Utilizing the Status Report sub-object, the All Status Reports portlet displays any published Status Report related to
a project or across multiple projects. The filter then allows the user to narrow their search by Project Manager,
Project, Status or Overall Status Category (overall, cost & effort, scope or schedule). If they wish, the user may also
choose to view only current Status Reports, or to include historical reports as well.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
The portlet provides the Project Manager a single place to view all of the status reports without having to go into
each project individually, and allows for more efficient management and reporting across projects.
Note: Only the projects that the user has view rights to will show up in the list.
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Time Tracking Stalker: Resource Manager - Workflow
What the Portlet Does:
The Time Tracking Stalker – Resource Manager Workflow automatically sends an email to Resource Managers for
each one of their resources that have not submitted their timesheet for a prior open time period, thus informing the
RM if their resources are submitting their timesheets on time.
There is also a similar Time Tracking Stalker workflow for Project Managers.
Why the Workflow is Beneficial:
Project Managers will benefit since the notifications will help to ensure that time is being posted against their
projects in a timely manner, helping to provide them with an accurate view of time expended on the projects.

PM Stalker: Submit Status Report - Workflow
The PM Stalker - Submit Status Report workflow will email any Project Manager that has not submitted a status
report in the last two weeks. This process will ensure that all status reports are kept up-to-date and provide
management with a reliable overview of the status on the project.
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Project Close Process - Workflow
What the Workflow Does:
The Project Close Process workflow aides the Project Manager in routine close-out tasks that accompany every
project. Marking the project inactive initiates the process and it will continue down one of two paths:
1. Once the project is inactive, the process will then check to see if there is any remaining estimate to completion
(ETC) on the project. If there is remaining ETC, then the process will go into a waiting state for 14 days to allow
the Project Manager to cleanup or cancel the process if it was initiated in error. After 14 days, the process will
check to see if the project is active again. If the project is active, then the process will terminate. However, if the
project is still inactive, the process will continue with the closeout activities.
2. If the project is marked inactive and has no ETCs, then the process will immediately move to the closeout
activities. The closeout activities include:
• Turning off time entry for the project, tasks and project members
• Updating the ETC, proposed ETC, and pending estimates to 0
• Updating the task status and assignment status to Completed
• Setting the task, assignment and project finish dates to today's date only if the finish dates are after the
process run date
• Setting all Risks and Issues to ‘Closed’ with a resolution of "This was closed automatically as part of the
project close process"
• Setting future hard allocation and allocation finish dates to today when the date is after today's date
Why the Workflow is Beneficial:
Properly closing out projects is crucial for effective reporting and data governance. This process automates what
can be a cumbersome process, where Project Managers may forget certain steps or forget to close the project at all.
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Allocation Compliance for Project Manager
What the Portlet Does:
The Allocation Compliance by Project Manager portlet provides resource allocation information for active
resources on specific investments. It allows the PM to see resources on their project over the coming months and
how they are allocated. This portlet leverages the daily allocation and daily availability slices. The portlet provides
filters for specific dates, filtering by resource ID, and resource name may also be added.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial: Effective allocation management is critical to effectively utilize the resource
management and capacity planning features of Clarity.

Missing Time by Project Manager
What the Portlet Does:
The Missing Time by PM Portlet displays all missing or late timesheets for resources staffed on a project where the
logged in user is the Project Manager. Resources will be listed if they are open for time entry, have a track mode of
Clarity, and have timesheets that are not posted (accommodates for hire and termination dates). You may narrow
the results by filtering by resource manager, period start, resource name, or status. The portlet will display an
indicator based on timesheet status, the status, period start, resource name, and actual hours for the timesheet.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial: Project Managers may use this portlet to determine the timesheet status of
resources staffed on their projects. Effective timesheet governance ensures that reports generated from this data
are as accurate as possible. Utilizing this portlet, it provides a single view for this information, versus searching by
resource or timesheet individually.
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PM Dashboard
What the Portlet Does:
The PM Dashboard portlet provides an overview of all projects for which the user is the Project Manager, without
navigating to and opening each project individually. All critical information related to the project status is displayed
in this portlet. Status indicators display the project's statuses. Graphical stoplights and numbers provide an overview
of all late Action items, Issues, Risks, Tasks, and Milestones.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial: This portlet provides a single portlet view for a Project Manager to view the critical
information about each of their projects.
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